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Installation Instructions
Rim Cylinder Mounting Kit
with 8000 Series Device

 

dormakaba 80R20SC Rim Cylinder &
80CK Mounting kit supplied with "03" trims.
Cylinder tail piece will have to
be cut to length.

Rim cylinder
Trim plate

Locking tab hole

Cylinder cup

Mounting screws (supplied with cylinder)

Cylinder cup

#10 Washers

1 1/4" Phillips pan head machine screws

Note: For ANSI Grade 1 mounting
add (2) #10 washers and secure
with (2) 1 1/4" PHPMS.

 1. Lay out parts included in kit.
2. Insert rim cylinder thru trim plate as shown.
3. Slide cylinder cup over cylinder as shown.
4. Insert tabs of cylinder cup into locking holes of trim plate.
5. Attach cylinder and cup using screws supplied with cylinder.
6. Measure and verify door thickness.
7. Trim tail piece if required. (Tail piece should be 1/8" - 3/16" less then thickness of door.
    (Measure from back of trim plate to tip of tail piece.
8. Install trim assembly to chassis using (2) screws packaged with exit device.
9. Refer to proper exit device installation instructions to complete installation of device.

Position cylinder as shown,
device accepts horizontal or
vertical tailpiece. Horizontal
shown.
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Instructions (continued)

V003 V103 NPT03 PTT03
V303

80CK Mounting kit supplied with "03" trims.
Cylinder tail piece will have to
be cut to length.

YR03RY03R

ZR03RZ03R1

Rim cylinder Trim plate

Locking tab hole

Cylinder cup

Mounting screws (supplied with cylinder)

#10 Washers

1 1/4" Phillips pan head machine screws

Note: For ANSI Grade 1 mounting
add (2) #10 washers and secure
with (2) 1 1/4" PHPMS.

1. Lay out parts included in kit.
2. Insert rim cylinder thru trim plate as shown.
3. Slide cylinder cup over cylinder as shown.
4. Insert tabs of cylinder cup into locking holes of trim plate.
5. Attach cylinder and cup using screws supplied with cylinder.
6. Measure and verify door thickness.
7. Trim tail piece as required. Approximately 1/8" - 3/16" more then door thickness.
8. Install trim assembly to chassis using screws packaged with exit device.
9. Refer to proper exit device installation instructions to complete installation of device.

Position cylinder as shown,
device accepts horizontal or
vertical tailpiece. Horizontal
shown.

dormakaba 80R20SC Rim cylinder &


